
 

 

 

Recuperação do 4º.  Bimestre – disciplina língua inglesa  2º.medio  

Conteúdo: 

Comparing past and present with used to   

Comparative and superlative  adjectives  

Adjective  clauses  -  

Modal verb should   

Past perfect 

 

1.choose one of the following relative pronouns who, which or whose from the dropdown menu. 

I talked to the girl         _WHOSE________car had broken down in front of the shop. 

Mr Richards,         _________WHO__ is a taxi driver, lives on the corner. 

This is the girl         ______WHO/THAT__________comes from Spain. 

That's Peter, the boy      ______WHO________ has just arrived at the airport. 

Thank you very much for your e-mail   __WHICH__ was very interesting. 

The man,         __WHOSE_________ father is a professor, forgot his umbrella. 

2. Read  this  excerpt about social networking sites and mark the correct statements about 

it. 

"Social Networking Sites 

Online Friendships Can Mean Off line Peril 

One thing is for sure: teens love the new myriad of online social networking sites. In fact, there are 

tens of millions of registered users. But, as  just about any kind of cyberspace communication, there 

are risks involved. And you should know what they are.                                                                                               

What are social networking sites exactly? _ They are websites that encourage people to post profiles 

of themselves—complete with pictures, interests, and even journals—so they can meet like-minded 

friends. Most also offer chat rooms. Most sites are free; some restrict membership by age.                                         

So what’s the problem? _ These sites can be appealing to child sexual predators, too: all that easy and 

immediate access to information on potential victims. Even worse, kids want to look cool, so they 

sometimes post suggestive photos of themselves on the sites."THE FBI. Federal Bureau of 

Investigation.   

MARK THE CORRECT SENTENCES ACCORDING TO THE ARTICLE 

a)Social networking sites are accessible to people of all ages.                                                                              

b)Social networking sites are meant to get people who think alike connected.                                                           

c) Criminals can use social networking sites to gain access to information about prospective victims.                  
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d)Kids are very careful about the pictures they post.                                                                                             

e)Teens are fond of social networking sites. 

a)Do you agree with the article?  Justify._______________________________ ________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Why shouldn´t kids post  suggestive photos of themselves on the sites?________________  

___________________________________________________________________________                      

c)Have you ever had any problems with the Internet? IF Yes, tell your story______________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Read the following sentece and choose the statements that are related to it. 

"I just got my first job." 

I didn't use to work. 

I used to have more free time. 

I used to work. 

I used to make a lot of money. 

I used to spend a lot of time at home 

 

4.Choose the correct option that completes the phrases below: 

I - I'd rather you _________ in the car. 

II - This wouldn't have happened if you _________ been more careful. 

III - When he was a boy he _______ be thin. 

IV - No sooner _________ arrived it started to rain. 

V - He cannot leave the hospital until his cut has __________ . 

 

a)wouldn't eat- had - would - they had – healed 

b)not to eat - should have - was used to - did they – heal 

c)no eating - have - used to - they had - been healed 

d)don't eat - would have - got used to - they were – heals 

e)didn't  eat - had - used to - had they – healed 

 
5.Complete the sentences with these words. USED TO 

1 What did you ___USE TO____ throw away?  

2 We __USED TO_____ throw things away. ✘  

3 We ___USED TO ____ keep things we might want later. ✔  

4 We __DIDN´T USE_____________ to stay many hours using the computers 

5 We USED TO play outside 

6 We USED to eat with our family 

6. Choose the correct words to complete each sentence.  

1.200 years ago … 1 … (people used to / didn’t use to) make their own clothes. 

 2 … people (used to / didn’t use to) have mobile phones.  



3 … people( used to / didn’t use to) read books.  

4 … people (used to / didn’t use) to watch TV.  

5 … people (used to / didn’t use) to drive cars.  

6 … people (used to / didn’t use) to walk everywhere.  

7. Choose the correct words to complete each sentence.  

1 Why did people _______________ mend their clothes?  

a) used to  b) use to    c) didn’t use to  

2 I _______________ like watching football, but now I do.  

a) used to    b) use to    c) didn’t use to  

3 What did you _______________ like doing when you were young?  

a) used to    b) use to    c) didn’t use to  

4 John _______________ like Mary, but he doesn’t now. 

 a) used to    b) use to    c) didn’t use to  

5 People _______________ produce as much rubbish as we do nowadays.  

a) used to    b) use to    c) didn’t use to 

 6 Did you _______________ collect anything when you were young?  

a) used to    b) use to    c) didn’t use to  

8. Complete these sentences with used to or didn’t use to.  

1 I ______DIDN´T USE_________ play the guitar, but I do now.  

2 I ____USED___________ ride a bike, but I don’t any more.  

3 I ________USED_______ collect stamps, but I don’t any more.  

4 I _____DIDN´T USE_________ enjoy getting up early, but I do now.  

5 I _____DIDN´T USE______ be worried about the environment, but I am now.  

6 I _____USED__________ be afraid of flying, but I’m not anymore.  

7 I __________DIDN´T USE_____ know how to use a computer, but I do now. 

9. Complete with the correct sentence :   EX: you want to get someone´s attention:  you poke him                                                                                                                                                         

a) You have accumulated hundreds of messages: ______YOU DELET THEM__                                                    

b) If you find  an old friend on Facebook:__YOU  REQ FRIENDSHIP____                                                                                           

c)someone wants to be your friend:______YOU ADD HIM/HER___________________                    

d)You want your friends to know more about you: ___YOU UPDATE YOUR STATUS____               

e)You want your friend to see a vídeo you like :_______YOU SHARE IT _______                               

f)you want to check my facebook:______YOU SIGN IN ________ 



10.complete with the correct adjective 

 

Sally is (old) _____OLDER_________ than Ellen. 

Tom is the (old) ____THE OLDEST_____________. 

Sally is (fat) _____FATTER__________ than Ellen. 

Tom is the (fat) _____THE FATTEST__________________. 

Sally is (happy) _______HAPPIER__________ than Tom. 

Ellen is the (happy) ____HAPPIEST________________. 

Tom is (good) ________BETTER__________ than Sally. 

Ellen is the (good) _____THE BEST_________________. 

Ellen is (intelligent) __MORE INTTELIGENT__________________ than Tom. 

Sally is the (intelligent) ___MOST INTELLIGENT__________________ 

11. Read through the sentences below and see if you can put the correct superlative form of the 

word in brackets into the gap.  

1. Saw is____THE SCARIEST_____________(scary) film every created. 

2. Stephen Hawkins is______THE MOST INTELLIGENT_____ (intelligent) man in the world. 

3. August the_____HOTTEST____(hot) season of the year. 

4. Spiders are THE MOST DISGUSTING_______ (disgusting) creatures in the world. 

5. London is____THE MOST AMAZING___ (amazing) city in the world. 

6. Chocolate is __THE MOST DELICIOUS____(delicious) thing to eat. 

7. Those aged between 30 and 40 are _____THE HEALTHIEST_____(healthy) age group. 

8. Scarlett Johansson is __THE MOST BEAUTIFUL__________(beautiful) female celebrity. 

9. The USA is ______THE RICHEST___(rich) country in the world. 



 

12.choose one of the following relative pronouns who, which or whose from the dropdown menu. 

I talked to the woman          ____WHOSE___husband is . 

Mr Richards,         _____WHO____ is a manager, lives near my house. 

We often visit our aunt in Holland         _____WHICH_____________is in Europe. 

This is the woman         ______WHO________lives near my house. 

That's Peter, the boy      ________THAT/WHO____ has just arrived . 

Thank you very much for your help        _____which_________ was very nice. 

The man,        _________WHOSE_______ house I want to buy, came here. 

13.UNITAU Assinale a alternativa que corresponde à tradução mais adequada da forma adjetiva 

destacada a seguir: 

 Literally thousands of parts are used to make up even the SMALLEST family saloon.                                             

a) o menor        b) o maior                                                                                                                              

c) o pequeno    d) o grande                                                                                                                                

e) o amplo                                                                            

 .Assinale a alternativa que corresponde à tradução mais adequada da expressão, em destaque, a seguir: 

Você é a pessoa MAIS INTERESSANTE que já conheci.                                                                                              

a) the more interesting            b) the interestinger     c) the most interesting      d) the much interesting 

e) the best interesting                                                   

 [FUVEST] Assinale a alternativa que completa corretamente a sentença: Of all the movies I have seen 

lately, the one I saw yesterday was _____.                                                                                                                             

a) worse.   b) worst.         c) the worse.              d) the worst.                         

e) the most worse.  

 [UDESC] Choose the correct grammatical answer:  I have been studying _____ I can to learn English.  

a) as hard as   b) so hard as                                c) as harder as               d) so harder so                            

e) so hard so  

] Assinale a letra correspondente à alternativa que preenche corretamente as lacunas da frase 

apresentada: Mr. Smith: I'm sorry, Mr. Johnson. I believe the candidate you sent us will not suit our 

purposes.We need somebody _____ than he. Mr. Johnson: In that case I would suggest Miss Cary. 

She's definitely the _____ person in our group.                                                                                              

a) smarter – most intelligent                                                              b) smart – intelligent                                                                       

c) smartest – more intelligent                                           d) as smart – as intelligent                                                                

e) as smart – as intelligent as   

15.Assinale a alternativa correta: Our next examination may be _____ the last one.                                                                       

a) more bad than                  b) more worse than                        c) much bad than                 d) worse 

than                                      e) more badly than  

UNESP ] Peter's house is _____ mine.                                    a) larger as                   b) most larger than                                      

c) larger than               d) so large than                                               e) more large than                                                         



[UNESP ] He is _____ boy in town.                                                                                                                                                

a) so rich                       b) richer                                                     c) the richest                 d) richest                                                 

e) the most rich  

Assinale a alternativa que preenche corretamente a lacuna da frase adiante: This hill is _____ than I 

thought it was.                                                                                   a) more lower                   b) lowest                                                   

c) lower                            d) more low                                             e) more high  

Complete: John is _____ than the other students in his classroom, but he is the _____.                                                  

a) younger – most intelligent                                         b) younger – more intelligent                                                           

c) more young – intelligentest                                                        d) most young – more intelligent                                                         

e) more young – most intelligent  

 Assinale a alternativa que preenche corretamente a lacuna da frase adiante: Paris is _____ than Rome.    

a) the most beautiful                                                                       b) small                                                                                                       

c) more rich                                                                           d) more beautiful                                                                                          

e) largest   

Assinale a alternativa que preenche corretamente a lacuna da frase apresentada: This is the _____ day I 

have ever had.                                                                                a) worse                      b) bad                                                          

c) worst                       d) less good       e) very bad  

 

16.Reading comprehension       

 

It’s everywhere. Global markets, diversity in the workplace, 

multiculturalism. We hear and read daily about international 

trade issues, racial and ethnic tensions, or some other form 

of international or ethnic concern that affects us as 

individuals, consumers or professionals.We can find many 

similarities between cultures, but usually the differences are 

what may look like barriers to us. When this happens, we 

talk about communication gap, culture shock, language 

difficulties, and other labels we learned to associate with 

these matters. However, I suggest we think of cultures and 

languages as bridges rather than gaps, as Gates and links rather than barriers. After all, diversity is here 

to stay (show me a place in the world where racial, ethnic or linguistic diversity is not increasing), and 

we need bridges and gates to let us cross over to worlds previously unknown. 

1.After reading the text, we can say that 

a) people have to accept similarities between cultures. 

b) culture diversity only happens in some places. 

c) differences between cultures may keep people apart. 

d) language diversity reduces racial problems. 

e) social differences may explain people’s daily work. 



 2.Which idea from the text is best illustrated by the picture? 

a) culture shock          b) ethnic tensions  

c) linking worlds               d) communication gap  

e) social barriers 

3. Choose the appropriate title for the text. 

a) International Diversity Shocking Culture  b) Increasing Global Barriers 

c) Associating Multiculturalism in the Workplace    d) Bridging Cultural Differences 

e) Reading about Language Difficulties 

 A)What do we hear and read everyday?________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

B)How does the author suggest we thing of culture?______________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

17.Make sentences in the comparative form:   

Example:1) Fred / tall / Jane          Fred is taller than Jane.      

1) Her bedroom / big / the living -room. ____her bedroom is bigger then the living room                                                                          

2) A train / fast / a car   A train is faster than a car                                                                                                        

3)  Japanese / difficult / English Japanese is more difficult than English                                                            

4)  I / happy / my friend    I am happier than my friend                                                                                                

5) A bicycle / cheap / a motorbike   A bike is cheaper than a motorbike 

 

18. Complete the sentences with which, who, that, whose, where, when. 

a) She was the candidate ……WHOSE……..  majority of votes  called the media attention. 

b)Do you know anybody …………WHO……..could help me fix this computer? 

c)Don’t ask me questions ………WHICH/THAT………………. are too  difficult to answer. 

d)Atibaia is the city ………WHICH…………. I have chosen to spend the rest of my live. 

e)The man landed on the moon WHEN …..I was ten years old. 

f) They heard everything……………THAT……………you said about their  kids. 

19. Fill the gaps with the correct word 



a) My friend  ………………………  reciting  in public, he never gets  nervous. 

a) is used to                    b) used to            c) isn´t t used to                            d) did not use   

b) My mother   ………………..  go to the our beach  on the weekends.  Now , She never goes 

there. 

a) used to                                       b) didn’t use to  

c) wasn’t used to                            d) isn’t used to 

c)When I got to the movie , It__________________. I didn´t watch anything. 

a) finished    b) has  finished  c)had finished  d)would finish 

d) “She had to repeat the composition because she  _________ a lot of spelling mistakes”.    

a) had do   b) had  made   c) did made  d) done   e) don´t make 

e) My brother was _____________ by cold play show because it was  really_____________. 

a) interested /fascinated           b)fascinated / fascination          c)interested/ fascinating                  

d) fascinating / interested 

 

20.Complete with the superlative of the adjectives:                                                                      

a.These pants  are _____THE CHEAPEST  (cheap) ones in this store. 

b. She is _______MOST GORGEOUS_________________ (gorgeous) girl I know. 

c. You are  _______THE PRETTIEST_______ (pretty)  girl in this  class. 

d. My grandma is _____MOST TALKATIVE____ (talkative) person in my family. 

e. This Shopping mall is _________THE BEST__________ (good) in this area. 


